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1. Introduction
People often face the difficult task of having to
select the best option from a large set of alternatives, such as choosing an apartment to rent, a
notebook computer to buy, or financial products in
which to invest. We call this task preference-based
search.
Many e-commerce sites offer a possibility to
search for structured items. Usually they ask the
user to fill in a form with questions about the requirements that the desired item must satisfy. This
process is used, for example, when searching for
flights on the most popular travel web sites12 , or
when searching for apartments, used cars or health
insurance3 .
All results that match with the preferences provided in the form are retrieved. The user can go
back to the form page to modify the requirements
and obtain different search results. This method is
very popular because it is simple to implement in
a product database.
This kind of interaction is used by virtually all
existing travel web sites. A corporate study of electronic commerce with emphasis on air travel [1]
identified the poor level of interaction design as
one of the major limitations of the use of Internet tools. They analyzed different interfaces and
reported that only 18% of the users are able to
find the required information. Surprisingly, user
interfaces for searching a flight or an apartment
have not changed substantially since the study was
made.
The reason for the poor performance is that
users do not usually know how to correctly translate their preferences into the requirements that
the form allows them to specify. Thus they are
unlikely to provide answers that reflect their true
needs.
1 http://www.travelocity.com/
2 http://www.expedia.com
3 http://www.comparis.ch/
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preference model by
critiquing examples

User picks the final
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Fig. 1. The generic system-user interaction model of a conversational recommender system. In our work, some recommendations are suggestions specifically aimed at stimulating preference expression.

For example, if a travel site asks for an airline
preference when the user does not actually have
one, she may fill in an airline which she believes
offers the best price or connection. If this belief
turns out to be incorrect, it precludes the user from
reaching the most preferred option. In section 2,
we will analyze these kinds of biases in detail.
In our opinion, search tools should interact with
the user in a way similar to that of a shop assistant, who guides the customer by showing available items and makes her discover her preferences.
As people often express preferences as reactions
to the example solutions shown to them, such as “I
like this digital camera, but find something less expensive”, many researchers have proposed to elicit
user preferences as critiques on examples, and use
this feedback to direct the next search cycle, as
shown in Figure 1. This approach mimics the interaction between human buyers and sellers and is
called example or candidate critiquing or conversational recommender systems [4,14,21,26,3,24,15].
These systems show examples of available options
and invite users critique these examples. This process allows users to better understand their preferences and incrementally construct their preference
model.
According to behavioral decision theory [18,27,
33] many of the preferences are constructed when
considering specific examples. To best support this
process, example-critiquing should show examples
that educate the user about the diversity of the
available options, called suggestions. In this paper we present example-critiquing with adaptive
model-based suggestions (a kind of conversational
recommender system) and show that it greatly
outperforms existing web interfaces.

Fig. 2. With adaptive suggestions, the tool learns from the
user by observing her reactions (wheter or not the user
critiqued a given example). If the user has no reaction after
seeing an example showing a possible interesting feature
(for instance access to subway in the rental domain), in
the next interaction cycle the system is likely to choose
suggestions that show other opportunities.

1.1. Contributions of this paper
This paper describes a new technique for eliciting preferences in conversational recomender systems based on iterative critiquing. We consider a
mixed initiative tool for preference-based search in
which preferences are stated as critiques to shown
examples (Figure 1).
In our approach we consider additional recommendations, suggestions, that are aimed at stimulating preference expression in order to acquire an
accurate model and avoid biases typical of human
decision-making.
The possibility to adapt the suggestions according to the user’s reactions to previously shown examples is the main contribution of this paper. Our
novel approach introduces Bayesian reasoning into
a conversational recommender: the system maintains a set of beliefs modeled as probability distributions (possibly incorporating prior knowledge)
about the preferences the user might not have expressed yet. The interaction cycle of a conversational recommender system with adaptive suggestions is shown in Figure 2.
We evaluate our framework with both simulations and user studies. The application domain
(student housing) was chosen because of its ability
to attract subjects motivated in doing the search
seriously; the database size (around 200 items) is
big enough to make the use of an interactive interface appealing and at the same time it makes
post-hoc assessment viable (manual identification
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of the real target item in order to measure decision
accuracy).
We compare the critiquing approach with a
standard elicitation technique based on questionanswering (form-filling). We show that due to
means objectives and other kind of biases presented
in Section 2, form-filling often fails to elicit a
correct preference model, while example-critiquing
with adaptive suggestions provides significantly
better results.
1.2. Objectives for preference-based search tools
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Fig. 3. According to Payne [18] and several other researchers, there are three major types of factors in human decision making: those related to the problem (as the
way information is displayed), those related to the decision
maker (his cognitive ability and prior experience) and those
related to the social context (as accountability and group
membership).

Several recent papers have evaluated example
critiquing interfaces. Pu and Kumar [22] showed
that example-critiquing interfaces enable users to
perform decision tradeoff tasks more efficiently
with considerably less errors than non-critiquing
interfaces. More recently, Pu and Chen [20] showed
that the implementation of tradeoff support can
increase users’ decision accuracy by up to 57%.
Tools for preference-based search can be evaluated according to two conflicting design goals:

– the characteristics of the decision tasks,
– the person’s prior knowledge and expertise in
the problem domain: experts tend to follow
some pre-established patterns that might involve quantitative reasoning, while novices often use simplifying strategies that avoid complex reasoning,
– the social context: the need to justify a decision to others may cause the choice to be more
sensitive to certain aspects.

– decision accuracy, the fraction of users that
find their most desired option using the tool,
and
– user effort, either the number of interaction
cycles or task time that the user takes to find
the option that she believes to be the target
using the tool.

These aspects are also correlated, as the amount
of information will have influence on the cognitive
ability of the person.
Given the complexity of the human decision behavior, it is easy to understand that as a consequence of the multiple interdependencies of these
factors, people sometimes make substantial decision errors [31].
We consider some of the common biases in human decision making: means objectives, the prominence effect and the anchoring effect.

In this framework, we favor systems that offer
maximum accuracy while requiring the same or
less user effort. This framework was first proposed
by [18] while studying user behaviors in highstakes decision making settings and later adapted
to online user behaviors in medium-stakes decision
making environments by Pu and Chen [20] and
Zhang and Pu [37].
2. Human biases in preference elicitation
Behavioral Decision Theory studies how people make choices. According to Payne et al. [18],
people show a contingent decisional behavior, and
adapt their strategies for solving decision processes according to the situation. However, this
also means that human decisions are sensible to a
variety of context factors.
Figure 3 illustrates the contexts of human decision making. Decisions are influenced by

2.1. Means objectives
While fundamental objectives are the eventual
goal for taking an action, a means objective is
an objective whose importance stems from its
contributions to achieving another objective (e.g.
“make my spouse happy” is a fundamental objective, while “arrive home from work early” is
a means objective). Whether an objective is a
means or a fundamental objective depends on
the decision context. Only fundamental objectives
should be used to evaluate and compare alternatives; means objectives can be used to create alternatives [11,12]. By mistakenly making decisions
based on means-objectives people can make serious errors. Value-focused thinking [11] is a success-
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Fig. 4. We suppose that the user prefers to arrive before 5pm in the outbound flight, to arrive before 3pm in the inbound flight
and to pay as little as possible. The user has difficulty in translating his preferences into a set of preconstructed possibilities.

Fig. 5. The result is a very expensive connection provided by Swiss that requires changing in London and arrives at 21:05,
thus not satisfying the user preferences.

Fig. 6. By making the same search without the airline preference, the result, although cheaper than in the first case, is still
quite expensive and arrives later than the preferred arrival time.
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Fig. 7. If the user did not state any preference about the arrival time nor about the airline, the tool would have provided a
far better solution: a direct flight that is reasonably cheap, arrive in Dublin at 16:40 and returns to Geneva at 14:50.

ful decision-making strategy that concentrates on
objectives.
Means-objectives often arise when users are
asked about preferences on an aspect of the problem that is not a fundamental objective. They are
likely to answer and state a preference that influences the decision process based on a meansobjective.
We illustrate how means-objectives can lead to
bad decisions with an example considering current
search tools based on questions. We anticipate that
in general the form-filling approach is an ineffective
elicitation strategy, as we will show in our user
studies.
The example is based on an actual scenario with
one of the largest travel web sites in Europe (as
of July 5th, 2006). Our hypothetical user is going
from Geneva to Dublin and wants to book a return
flight. She has the following preferences:
– for the outbound flight, arrive by 5pm
– for the inbound flight, arrive by 3pm
– she prefers the cheapest option
The website presents a form to the user asking
information about travel, departure times, flight
type and class, number of passengers and preferred
airline.
The user then does the following reasoning:
– “I want to be there by 5 pm” ∧ “leaving
around noon, I will probably arrive by 5pm”
→ “I prefer to leave around noon”
– “I want to be back by 3 pm” ∧ “leaving in the
morning, I will probably arrive by 3pm” → “I
prefer to leave in the morning”
– “I want a cheap flight” ∧ “SWISS is usually
cheap” → “I prefer SWISS”
According to her true preferences, the user fills
in the form as shown in Figure 4. The system shows
a very expensive connection involving Swiss code-

share flights (Figure 5) that requires two changes
(in Frankfurt and in London) and arrives at 21:05.
Considering again the same search problem, if
the user had not specified the airline preference
for Swiss, the displayed option would have been
cheaper (Figure 6) but still would not satisfy the
preferences about arrival time.
Finally, if the user had not stated any preference regarding airline or departure time, the user
would have retrieved the option satisfying all of
her desires, shown in Figure 7.
From this example we can see that users that
are asked about their preferences may state wrong
preferences based on incorrect means objectives. In
other words, they formulate the real goal (a cheap
flight that arrives early) by a “substitute” goal
(Swiss flight leaving at noon and returning in the
morning) believed to lead to the desired outcome.
From the prospective of logical reasoning, means
objectives arise because people perform an abductive reasoning. The inference pattern is ”A [usually] implies B” and ”I want B”, therefore it seems
a good idea to make A true. However, the user’s
beliefs are often not accurate and lead to wrong
means objectives.
In general, users often state more preferences
than necessary when prompted (the preference
model might be complete, but not accurate!). We
believe that form-filling is ineffective because users
do not know how to translate their needs to a set
of consistent answers to the questions posed by the
interface.
2.2. The prominence effect
The prominence effect is that options that are
superior in the most prominent attribute (most
important or salient) are preferred more often in
choice (asking which of two alternatives is preferred) than in matching (asking a tradeoff value
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for a particular value); suggesting that the prominent attribute is weighted more heavily in choice
than in matching.
The prominence effect shows that logically equivalent questions can systematically elicit different
preferences, thus violating standard models of rational choice. The task of measuring preferences is
therefore complicated. Tversky et al. [32] generalized this effect: prominent attributes are weighted
more by qualitative tasks (such as choosing) than
quantitative ones (such as matching).
2.3. The anchoring effect
In psychology and behavioral decision theory,
anchoring is an experimental result in which an
uninformative element influences the judgments.
Tversky and Kahneman (1974) proposed to evaluate this heuristic with a paradigm in which participants are given an irrelevant number and asked
if the answer to a question is greater or less that
the value. Anchors have been found to influence
many judgment tasks, including answers to factual
knowledge questions, estimation of risk and uncertainty, statistical inferences, evaluation of monetary lotteries, partner selection, and predilections
of future performance; several studies have found
that anchoring occurs even when the anchors are
extreme or are an implausible response to the question [6]. Anchoring plays a slightly different role
in some situations: when asked questions about
information that they do not know, people may
spontaneously anchor on information that comes
to mind and adjust their responses in a direction
that seems appropriate, using the “Anchoring and
adjustment procedure” [8]. This heuristic is often
helpful, but the final estimate might be biased toward the initial anchor value [9].
Example-based tools have the great advantage
of showing instances of real options. The user can
quickly increase familiarity and awareness with the
subject by considering concrete examples.
In example-critiquing, we expect the search to
become more and more accurate as long as the critiques supplement the preference model. Unfortunately, the examples shown can also have the anchoring effect. If a user is looking for a notebook
computer, he might start looking for a low price.
Assume that all cheap models weigh about 3 kg. If
only those are presented, they will all have about
the same weight, and it may not occur to her to

look for lighter models. The influence of the current examples prevents the user from refocusing
the search in another direction.

3. Effective Interaction Principles
Preference-based search occurs in a tradeoff of
decision accuracy, decision confidence, and the effort expended by the user. The goal is to make
the decision accuracy and the confidence of the
user as high as possible given the amount of effort the user is willing to exert. At the same time,
the design must take the characteristics of human
decision-making into account. This means ensuring that means objectives, the prominence and anchoring effects do not drive the decision process
towards an incorrect solution.
We propose that user interaction should incorporate the following principles to achieve this.
Later in the paper, we will then show how they can
be satisfied in tools based on example-critiquing
with suggestions.
User in control The user should be free to state
prefereces on any attribute of the problem at
any time [19]. Users should not be forced or
induced to answer questions about preferences
they do not possess yet; on the other hand,
the tool should support the process of preference construction. It should also be possible for the user to revise her stated preferences. This is important to avoid means objectives. For example, Chen and Pu [7] compared user-motivated critiques with systemgenerated dynamic critiquing, showing that
users are more confident with tools that allows
critiques of the first kind.
Allow partial satisfaction By considering the possibility that preferences can be partially satisfied, the system can avoid the situations where
no result is returned at all, and thus reduces
user effort. Moreover, it can provide the user
with the possibility of reasoning about tradeoffs.
Immediate Feedback By giving an immediate feedback to the user’s preferences, the system can
increase the familiarity of the user with the
decision context. The user can understand the
implication of her preferences on the retrieval.
In case she has stated a preference that she
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does not actually have, the new set of displayed examples can induce her to revise the
previously stated wrong preferences.
Suggestions (alternative recommendations) To avoid
the anchoring effect and teach the user about
the possible options, alternative recommendations or suggestions should be shown that
can stimulate preference expression. If certain preferences are missing from the current
model of the user, the system may provide
solutions that do not satisfy those unknown
preferences. If the user is aware of all of her
preferences, she can realize the necessity to
state them to the system. However, this is not
usually the case, because the user might not
know all the available options.
Elicit explicit preferences on attributes Preferences
can be elicited either implicitly by asking for
comparisons between options, or explicitly by
asking for general preferences on attributes.
Comparisons imply a heavier cognitive load
on users, since they involve complex tradeoffs between different attributes, and this is
part of the cause of the prominence effect.
Instead, preferences should be stated on attributes. This counters the prominence effect, and increases decision accuracy and confidence while reducing effort.

4. Design of preference-based search
Example-critiquing has been proposed by various researchers, starting with the ATA system
of Linden et al. [14] and SmartClient [21], and
more recently with incremental critiquing [15].
Lately, with the emergence of ubiquitous computing, mobile recommender systems have been implemented [25].
In another form of example-critiquing, search
proceeds as navigation from one example to another, where the current example is considered to
be the most preferred at that point. Critiques of
the current example then lead to another example that improves on the aspect that the user has
critiqued while being as similar as possible to the
current example. Performance can be improved by
providing users with compound critiques [24]. This
form of example-critiquing was first proposed in
the FindMe systems [4,3], and more recently was
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also used in the ExpertClerk system [26] and in
dynamic critiquing [16].
In some works [36] the navigation allows users
to look for products similar to one they like (show
me more like this) posing the challenge of defining
a suitable metric to identify similar products as
many real catalogs contain unstructured information.
In our approach we consider an example-critiquing
framework with an explicit preference model where
1. Preferences are stated as reactions to displayed options (as “The price should be
less than 600”). Such critiques are usermotivated.
2. Preferences are internally represented as soft
constraints, a formalism that allows partial
satisfaction.
3. These critiques are used as feedback in the
next interaction cycle to generate a new set
of displayed items.
These design choices are consistent to the principle expressed before in Section 3. Later in this
section we introduce suggestions, in order to implement the last principle.
4.1. Example
To illustrate the importance of implementing
preference-based search according to the previously stated principles (Section 3), consider the
problem of selecting a flight among the following
set of options:

o1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6

fare
250
300
350
400
550
600

arrival
14:00
9:00
17:30
12:30
18:30
8:30

airport
INT
INT
CITY
CITY
CITY
CITY

airline
B
A
B
B
B
A

For simplicity, assume that options are modelled
by just 4 attributes: fare, arrival time, departure
airport, and the airline.
Initially, the user starts with a preference for the
lowest price. Assume that the user also has two
other, hidden preferences:
– arrive by 12:00;
– leave from the CITY airport, which is much
closer than the INTernational airport.
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The best choice for this user will be o4 which gives
a reasonable tradeoff among the objectives.
In a form-filling or wizard approach, the tool
might also ask the user for a preference on the
airline. Even though she does not have any preference on the airline, she might believe that airline A operates more flights from the CITY airport
and thus formulate a means objective for airline A.
When this preference is added to the others, it now
makes options o2 or even o6 the most attractive,
thus keeping the user from finding her best choice.
We believe that this effect is responsible for the
poor performance of form-filling in the user studies
we report later in this paper.
Now consider an example-critiquing approach.
Given the initial preference on price, the tool will
start by showing only option o1 .
In a navigation without an explicit preference
model, the tool uses the current best example as
the starting point and finds the one that is closest to it while also satisfying the user’s critique.
In this case, the user might first critique the fact
that the arrival time is too late, leading to o2 , and
then the fact that the departure is from the INTernational airport, leading to o6 as the most similar option leaving from the CITY airport. Now the
user might critique the fact that this option is too
expensive, and get back to o2 . In this cycle, the
best option, o4 , will never be discovered, since it
requires a tradeoff among the different preferences.
The importance of such tradeoffs has been pointed
out for example in [20].
In a tool with an explicit preference model, o4
will be determined as the best option once both
hidden preferences have been added.
However, the user might need to be motivated
to state the preferences about airport and arrival
time by seeing suggestions that show the avalaibility of these opportunities. This problem of stimulating preference expression with suggestions is
discussed in the next section; we will return to this
example later.
4.2. Introducing suggestions
If certain preferences are missing from the current model of the user, the system may provide
solutions that do not satisfy those unknown preferences. If the user is aware of all of her preferences, she realizes the necessity to state them to
the system. However this is not usually the case,

because the user might not know all the available
options. Moreover, stating a preference costs some
user effort and she would make that effort only if
she perceives this as beneficial.
To enable the user to refocus the search in another direction (avoiding the anchoring effect),
many researchers have suggested displaying alternatives or diverse examples, in addition to the best
options (candidates). In one user study it was observed that the majority of critiques (79%) were a
reaction to seeing an additional opportunity rather
than seeing unsatisfactory examples [34].
Different strategies for suggestions have been
proposed in the literature. Linden [14] used extreme examples, where some attribute takes an extreme value. Others use diverse examples as suggestions [28,29,26].
An extreme or diverse example might often be
an unreasonable choice: it could be a cheap flight
that leaves in the early morning, a student accommodation where the student has to work for the
family, or an apartment extremely far from the
city. Moreover, in problems with many attributes,
there will be too many extreme or diverse examples to choose from, while we have to limit the
display of examples to few of them.
The user should be motivated to state new preferences by options that are reasonable choices
(given the previously stated preferences) and have
a potential of optimality (a new preference is required to make them optimal).
This is expressed by the lookahead principle [23]:
Suggestions should not be optimal under the
current preference model, but should provide
a high likelihood of optimality when an additional preference is added.
Model-based suggestions are calculated based on
that principle. Results show that such suggestions
are highly attractive to users and can stimulate
them to express more preferences to improve the
chance of identifying their most preferred item by
up to 78% [35].
We propose to implement the lookahead principle using Pareto-optimality as the optimality concept. An option is Pareto-optimal if there is no
other option that is better or equally preferred
with respect to all the preferences and strictly better for at least one preference. The advantage of
this concept is that it is qualitative, since it does
not rely on any particular parameterization. To
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Fig. 8. The FlatFinder example-critiquing interface.

make an option Pareto-optimal, a new preference
has to make this option escape the dominance with
better solutions (the “dominators”).
An example of a conversational recommendation system is FlatFinder, a tool for finding student accommodation through example critiquing,
using data available from the student housing office (containing around 200 items). Figure 8 shows
an example of an interaction with FlatFinder. The
user has posted preferences for a cheap accommodation (price less than 450) with a private bathroom. The tool shows 3 candidate options (satisfying the preference for price and bathroom) which
are all rooms in a family house, with poor public
transit service. It also displays 3 suggestions, which
show that by paying a bit more, the user can have a
studio or a small private apartment which are both
closer to the university and the centre of town; the
second also is close to a subway (metro) station.
The last option is still a room but it is closer to
the center than the options currently showed as
best options. Analyzing the suggestions, the user
could realize that she cares about these features,

and then state a preference on the transportation,
for the accommodation type or on distance from
centre and university.
4.3. Example (continued)
Consider again the problem of choosing a flight.
We compare how different strategies would select
options as suggestions and their effectiveness in
stimulating the user to state her other preferences.
Consider first the strategy of suggesting options
with extreme attribute values proposed by Linden
et al. [14]. For the departure time, o5 is the earliest and o6 the latest departure. Are these good
suggestions to make the user understand the opportunities offered by the available options? Let’s
consider that:
– unless the arrival has to be after 17:30, o3 is
a much cheaper, thus more attractive option
than o5 .
– unless the arrival has to be before 9:00, o2 is
much more attractive than o6 .
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Showing o5 and o6 as suggestions would give the
user an impression that a different arrival time implies significant compromises on her preference for
low cost, which in reality is not true. Thus, she
might never state her preferences on time given
these suggestions.
The strategy of showing maximally diverse options gives the same result: as o1 is the best option, the options that are most different are again
o5 and o6 . We have already seen that these are not
the best to motivate preferences on arrival time,
but they are not motivating for other attributes
either:
– if the user prefers the CITY over the INTernational airport, o3 is a much cheaper option
that already allows this.
– if the user prefers airline A, o2 allows this at
a much lower cost.
The model-based suggestion strategy (whose
technical implementation will be discussed later
in Section 5) takes this observation into account
by evaluating options with respect to others that
might dominate them.
4.4. Adaptive elicitation
The acquisition of the user model might be facilitated if the system could anticipate the behavior
of the the user given observations of their past behavior. Recently, several researchers followed this
intuition by considering an adaptive strategy for
utility-based elicitation and question-answering interface.
Chajewska et al. [5] proposed an elicitation procedure that models the uncertainty of the utility
function and selects assessment questions to maximize the expected value of information. Boutilier
[2] has extended this work by taking into account values of future questions to further optimize decision quality while minimizing user effort.
The elicitation procedure itself is optimized based
on a partially observable Markov decision process
(POMDP) where the reward of a given choice is
discounted by the cognitive cost of the elicitation
questions.
Stolze considers how to optimize an online question/answer interface, by adapting the questions
taking into account the distribution of possible
answers and solving a decision tree optimization
problem [30].

Motivated by these works, we improve the suggestion generation component of our example critiquing tool by taking into account the reactions of
the user to the shown example, i.e. whether or not
the user was stimulated to state a preference. The
belief distribution over the preferences is updated
with a Bayesian approach.
In our implementation, the preference statements acquired by the user’s critiques are translated into soft constraint represented by parametric cost functions (see Section 5). Given this factorization, the update of the beliefs can be implemented efficiently for many realistic situations,
and the computational complexity does not depend on the number of available options (in contrast with [5,2]).

5. Example-critiquing with Adaptive Suggestions

In this section we present example-critiquing
with adaptive suggestions, an implementation of
preference-based search that complies with the
principles presented in Section 3 following the discussions outlined in Section 4.
5.1. Basics
We assume that O is the set of options o1 , .., on
defined over A, set of attributes {a1 , .., an } with
domains D1 , .., Dn ; ai (o) is the value that o takes
on attribute ai .
Domains can be qualitative or numeric. A qualitative domain (such as colors or names) consists
of an enumerated set of possibilities; a numeric
domain has numerical values (as price, distance
to center), either discrete or continuous. For numeric domains, we consider a function range(Att)
that gives the range on which the attribute domain
is defined. We define qualitative (respectively numeric) attributes those with qualitative (numeric)
domains.
Preferences are stated on individual attributes.
A preference ri applies to a particular attribute ai
and results in a total or partial order on the values
in the domain Di of ai .
A preference model R consists of a set of preferences. We assume that a preference ri is expressed
by a cost function ci . Since a preference always ap-
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plies to the same attribute we can use ci (o) instead
of ci (ai (o)).
We assume that the cost functions correctly express the user’s ceteris paribus preferences, i.e. that
for any pair of options o1 and o2 that are identical in all preferences except preference ri , the user
prefers o1 over o2 if and only if ci (s1 ) < ci (s2 ).
The individual costs obtained by each preference
are merged with a particular combination function, for example a weighted sum.
X
wi ∗ ci (o)
(1)
C(o) =
i

The candidate best options can be found by sorting the database items according to their cost.
This is known as the top-k query [10]. The set of
options retrieved {o1 , .., ok } is such that C(o1 ) ≤
C(o2 ) ≤ .. ≤ C(ok ) and for any other option ō in
the database C(ō) ≥ C(ok ).
5.2. Pareto-dominance and optimality
We model preferences by standardized functions
that correctly reflect the preference order of individual attribute values but may be numerically
inaccurate.
Pareto-optimality is the strongest concept that
can be applied without knowledge of the numerical
details of the penalty functions.
An option o is (Pareto) dominated by another
option ō (equivalently we say that ō dominates o)
if
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– not worse with respect to ri than all options
that are equally preferred with respect to R.
Thus, the dominating set O> and the equal set
O of a given option are the potential dominators
when a new preference is considered.
=

5.3. Assumptions about the cost functions
We suppose that the preference value function
can be written in a parameterized form, known to
the system. The uncertainty is on the actual value
taken by the parameters. Here we assume a single
parameter θ, but the method can be generalized
to handle cases of multiple parameters.
ci = ci (θ, ai (o)) = ci (θ, o)

(2)

We use ri,θ̄ to denote the preference on attribute
i with parameter θ̄, corresponding to the cost function ci (θ̄, o).
For simplicity, we let the parameter θ represent
the reference point of the preference stated by the
user.
Consider a preference statement like “I prefer
black cars”. It can be represented by the following
cost function ci considering the attribute ai being
the color and θ = black.
ci (θ, x) ≡ if ai (x) = θ then 0 else 1.

(3)

For numeric domains we consider that the user
can choose between a fixed set of qualitative statements like:

– ō is not worse than o according to all preferences in the preference model: ∀ci ∈ R :
ci (ō) ≤ ci (o)
– ō is strictly better than o for at least one preference: ∃cj ∈ R : cj (ō) < cj (o)

– LowerThan(θ): the value should be lower than
θ
– Around(θ): the value should be around θ
– GreaterThan(θ): the value should be greater
than θ

An option o is Pareto-optimal if it is not Paretodominated by any other option.
The dominating set O+ (o) is the set of options
that dominates the option o. The equal set O= (o)
is the set of options that are equally preferred with
o.

We suppose that for a given implementation we
will choose a particular form in order to represent
these statements. The designers of the application
will consider the kind of preference statements that
the user can state through the user interface and
the way to translate the statements into quantitative cost functions. A similar approach is taken by
Kiessling in the design of PREFERENCE SQL [13], a
database system for processing queries with preferences.
A reasonable possibility is to represent the cost
functions for numeric domains as graded step func-

Proposition 1 A dominated option o with respect
to R becomes Pareto-optimal with respect to R ∪ ri
if and only if o is
– strictly better with respect to ri than all options that dominate it with respect to R and
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tions, with the penalty value increasing from 0 to
1. In case where the degree of violation can worsen
indefinitely, a ramp function can be used. For example, in a system for flight reservations where the
user states that she prefers to arrive before a certain hour (θ), a possible function is the following:
ci (θ, x) =



(x − θ) if ai (x) > θ
0
otherwise

(4)

5.4. Prior distribution

Suppose we have a prior probability distribution
over the possible preference models, learnt from
previous interactions with the system. We consider
– pai the probability that the user has a preference over an attribute,
– pi (θ) the distribution of probability over the
parametric value of the preference representation for the cost function ci ,
– p(ri,θ ) the probability that the user has a preference on attribute i and its parameter is θ.
We assume it to be pai ∗ pi (θ).
Such distribution will be updated by the user
during the interaction based on the user’s action.

5.5.1. Probability of escaping attribute dominance
We first consider the probability of breaking one
dominance relation alone. To escape dominance,
the option has to be better than its dominator with
respect to the new preference.
The probability δi (o1 , o2 ) that a preference on
attribute i makes o1 be preferred to o2 can be computed integrating over the values of θ for which
the cost of o1 is less than o2 .

δi (o1 , o2 ) =

H(ci (θ, o2 ) − ci (θ, o1 ))p(θ)dθ(5)

θ

where H is the function H(x) ≡ if (x >
0) then 1 else 0.
For a qualitative domain, we iterate over θ and
sum up the probability contribution of the cases
in which the value of θ makes o1 preferred over o2 .
For breaking the dominance relation with all the
options in the dominating set when a new preference is set on attribute ai , all dominating options
must have a less preferred value for ai than that
of the considered option. For numeric domains, we
have to integrate over all possible values of θ, check
whether the given option o has lower cost, and
weigh the probability of that particular value of θ.
Thus we have the probability δi (o, O≥ ) of simultaneously breaking all dominance relations
δi (o, O≥ ) =

5.5. Suggestions

According to our look-ahead principle, we choose
suggestions that have the highest likelihood of becoming optimal when a new preference is added.
Since we would like to avoid sensitivity to the numerical error of the cost functions, we use the concept of Pareto-optimality.
In this section we show how to compute the
probability that a given option becomes Pareto optimal (breaks all dominance relations with options
in its dominating set). These formulas depend on
the probability distributions pai and pi (θ) that we
have introduced before. At the beginning of the
interaction, they are initialized by prior knowledge, considering the preference models of previous users. During the interaction, they are updated
according to the observations of the user’s actions.

Z

Y

Z

[

Y

H(ci (θ, o′ ) − ci (θ, o))

o′ ∈O>

H ∗ (ci (θ, o′′ ) − ci (θ, o))]p(θ)dθ

o′′ ∈O=

where H ∗ is a modified Heaviside function that
assigns value 1 whenever the difference of the
two costs is 0 or greater. (H ∗ (x) ≡ if (x ≥
0) then 1 else 0).
For qualitative domains, simply replace the integral with a summation over θ.
In general the cost functions in use for a particular system allow substantial simplification of the
calculations of the integrals. Considering the cost
function
ci (θ, x) = if ai (x) = θ then 0 else 1

(6)

the probability of breaking a dominance relation
between option o1 and o2 simplifies to the probability that the value of option o1 for attribute i is
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the preferred value, when it differs from the value
of o2 .

p(θ = ai (o1 )) if ai (o1 ) 6= ai (o2 )
δi (o1 , o2 ) =
(7)
0
otherwise
5.5.2. Probability of becoming Pareto-optimal
To make an interesting suggestion, it is necessary that an option has a chance of becoming
Pareto-optimal, i.e. escape dominance in at least
one of the attributes in the set A of all attributes
modeling the options. This is given by the combination of the events that the user has a preference
on a particular attribute ai , and the event that
this preference will break all attribute dominance
in that attribute:
Y
popt (o) = 1 −
(8)
(1 − pai δi (o, O≥ (o)))
ai ∈A

where pai is the probability that the user has a
preference over attribute ai .
To generate suggestions that are adapted to the
user, we update the value pai according to the
user’s actions. The computation of δi depends on
pi (θ), that is also updated according to the user’s
behavior.
Following the lookahead principle, the options
for which popt is greatest are chosen as the best
suggestions
5.6. Example (continued)
We return to our running example about flights.
Here we show how the model-based suggestion
strategy takes into account the information about
available flights, the current preference model and
the uncertainty over possible hidden preferences
that the user has not stated yet. The following
table shows the individual probability δi of escaping dominance with respect to each individual
attribute, as well as the overall probability p of
breaking dominance, assuming that the user has
a probability Pai of 0.5 of having a preference on
each of the three attributes that do not yet have
a preference. The preference for arrival time is assumed to be a step function with a reference value
that varies in a range of 10 hours; the reference
value is assumed to be uniformly distributed.

o1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6

fare
(a1 )
250
300
350
400
550
600

arr
(a2 )
14:00
9:00
17:30
12:30
18:30
8:30

δ2
0.5
0.35
0
0.1
0.05

airport
(a3 )
INT
INT
CITY
CITY
CITY
CITY

δ3
0
0.5
0
0
0

airline
(a4 )
B A
B
B
B
A

δ4

p

0.5
0
0
0
0

0.437
0.381
0
0.05
0.025
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We can see that now, options o2 and o3 are considered to be the best suggestions. This is due to
the fact that they are quite competitive given the
known preference on price, and show the availability of other attribute values without unduly
compromising the already known objectives. Thus,
they are most likely to stimulate the additional
preference expression that we require.
Note that the best option - o4 - is not among the
suggestions. However, it will become the highestranked option once the hidden preferences have
been stated. This illustrates that the function of
suggestions is to motivate additional preferences,
but not necessarily to provide the best choices by
themselves.
5.7. Adaptive Suggestions
Model-based suggestions can become very effective if they can adapt to the user, responding to
her actions. In particular, after the user has made a
query and some example options have been shown
(candidates and suggestions), the user might or
might not state an additional preference. Observing the reaction of the user to the examples, the
system can refine the uncertainty over the preference model. Suggestions stimulate the expression
of those preferences on the values that are shown;
therefore, if the user does not state any preference,
the likelihood that there is a preference on those
values will decrease.
After each interaction cycle, we need to update
the pai and p(θi ) for all attributes i, on the basis
of the user’s reaction to the shown example.
Suppose we know a model of the user’s reaction
behavior, composed of the following probabilities
(that refer to the situation in which at least one
relevant option is displayed).
– p(st|ri,θ ) the probability that the user states
a preference given that the preference is in the
user’s preference model
– p(st|¬ri,θ ) the probability that the user states
a preference given that the preference is not
in the user’s model
We will expect the second to be relatively small:
from our experience in the user tests, users of
example-based tools state preferences only when
these are relevant (in contrast to the form-filling
approach, where users are more likely to state preferences they do not have).
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We use the Bayesian rule to update the probability of a particular preference being present in
the user model, in the condition that a relevant
option is presented to the user in the set of displayed examples. The probability that a preference
on attribute i with parameter θ is present when
the user has stated or not stated any critique is
the following:
p(ri,θ |st)=

p(st|ri,θ )p(ri,θ )
p(st|ri,θ )p(ri,θ )+p(st|¬ri,θ )p(¬ri,θ )

p(ri,θ |¬st)=

(9)

p(¬st|ri,θ )p(ri,θ )
p(¬st|ri,θ )p(ri,θ )+p(¬st|¬ri,θ )p(¬ri,θ )

where p(¬r) = 1 − p(r).
Once we know the new value for p(ri,θ ), we can
compute new values for pai and pi (θ) that will be
used to generate suggestions at the next interaction cycle.
Z
(10)
pai = p(ri,θ )dθ
θ

pi (θ) = p(ri,θ ) ∗ (1/pai )

(11)

The new value for pai , the probability that
there is a preference over a particular attribute,
is obtained by the integrating the joint probability p(ri,θ ) over θ. The the parametric distribution pi (θ) is obtained dividing the joint probability
p(ri,θ ) by the attribute probability pai .
We now need to define p(st|ri,θ ). In a user study
it was observed that the majority of critiques
(79%) were a reaction to seeing an additional opportunity rather than seeing unsatisfactory examples [34], providing evidence for the correctness of
the lookahead principle. Therefore, we assume a
probabilistic model of the user coherent with the
lookahead principle
p(st|ri,θ ) = popt (o)

(12)

where o is the option displayed and popt (o) the
estimated probability of optimality. We think that
this is a cautious approach: in many real situations
the user will state a preference when a new opportunity is shown, even if optimality is not achieved.
Given these assumptions, any time that an option is shown and the user does not critique a given
preference, the new value for the probability that
the preference is present pnew (ri,θ ) = p(ri,θ |¬st)
can be written as:

pnew (ri,θ ) = p(ri,θ )

=

1 − popt (o)
[1 − popt (o)]p(ri,θ ) + [1 − p(ri,θ )]
p(ri,θ ) − popt (o)p(ri,θ )
1 − popt (o)p(ri,θ )

The belief update depends on popt (o), that is an
estimation of the quality of the suggestion. This
means that if the system shows an option that has
no chance of becoming optimal (popt (o) = 0) then
p(r) will remain unchanged. Instead if popt (o) = 1
(an ideal suggestion is shown), p(r) will go to 0 if
no reaction is observed.
5.8. Implementing the belief update
At each cycle of the conversational recommender
system, the probability distribution for possible
hidden preferences is updated.
Given the assumptions about the type of cost
functions, the algorithm for updating the probability distribution is straightfoward: as the parameter
θ represents the “reference value” of the preference
(the most preferred value for qualitative domains;
the extreme of acceptable values for numeric domains) we need to consider the values that the
shown examples take on each of the attributes and
update the probability of a preference with such
value as reference.
For each of the displayed options o and for
each of the attributes ai , we update the probability p(ri,ai (o) ), where θ = ai (o), conditioned on
whether the user has stated an additional preference on i or not, using the Bayes formula as we
have shown in the previous paragraph.
The computation time of the belief update does
not depend on the number of available options in
the database (this was the case in some Bayesian
utility-based recommenders [5,2]), but only on the
(constant) number of options shown at each cycle,
so the belief update can scale to large databases.
Instead, the computation load of the belief representation and update is heavily influenced by the
kind of preferences the user is allowed to state by
means of critiquing. In the simple case where preferences are of the form “I prefer θ to anything
else” the belief distribution can be compactly represented by an array expressing for each value the
probability of being the most preferred and the
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belief update is linear in the size of the domain.
In the general case where the user can express
complex preferences consisting of an arbitrary long
chain of values with decreasing preference (e.g. “I
prefer d1 to d2 , d2 to d3 , d3 to d4 , ..”, with values d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , .. ∈ D, the attribute domain) or
even partial orders as lattices, the complexity of
the probability distribution becomes exponential
in the cardinality of the domains. Many practical
situations have attributes with discrete and limited values, or preferences that take some compact form, so the belief update can be performed
reasonably fast. In the other cases the probability
distribution can be approximated; for instance in
continuous domains it is possible to approximate
the probability distribution by partitioning the domain in several intervals.
In general given a particular application the designer will have to make a compromise between
flexibility (with respect to the degree of choice of
possible critiques) and precision (with respect to
the computation of the value of the recommendations).

6. Evaluation
In this section we present evaluations made
with simulation and user studies. We evaluate the
performance of adaptive suggestions using prior
knowledge and Bayesian reasoning.
We consider:
– model-based suggestions (suggestions) as the
suggestions technique presented above with
uniform probability distribution of preferences and no Bayesian update,
– adaptive suggestions as the model-based suggestions with prior knowledge (learned from
previous users) and the Bayesian update performed at each cycle.
Simulations are used to compare adaptive suggestions with standard model-based suggestions
and classic suggestion techniques. Since the suggestion strategies we presented are heuristic and
user studies are expensive, simulations have the
advantage of comparing different techniques in
great detail under the assumptions underlying
their design.
Two experiments with real users were carried out. In the first (supervised) we compared
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example-critiquing without suggestions, examplecritiquing with non-adaptive model-based suggestions (uniform distribution of the preferences is
used) and a form-filling interface. In the second
experiment, unsupervised, the example-critiquing
application was made available on line; in this
way we could compare different approaches (formfilling, example-critiquing with standard suggestions, example-critiquing with adaptive suggestions).
6.1. Evaluation of adaptive suggestions with
simulations
We evaluated our adaptive strategy of generating suggestions with simulations. Assuming that
our look-ahead strategy is correct, we look at the
effectiveness of the suggestions in stimulating preference expression.
To obtain realistic prior distributions we considered logs from previous user studies using the
FlatFinder tool. A total of 100 interaction logs,
each constituting a complete search process, were
considered.
For the adaptive suggestions we need an estimate for the probability that the user states a
preference given that an option is shown (in the
Bayesian update formula, Equation 9). We substitute this with the value of the estimated probability of becoming pareto optimal, according to our
look-ahead principle.
6.2. The effect of prior knowledge

hit-rate
prior knowledge

87%

model based suggestions

61%

diversity strategy

25%

extreme strategy
13%
Table 1
The average number of discovered preferences. We compare the model-based suggestions with prior knowledge, the
standard model-based suggestion strategy assuming uniform distribution, the strategy of maximizing diversity and
the extreme strategy.

We ran simulations in two settings. In the first,
we used the logs to draw random preference models and measure the percentage of time that the
look-ahead principle is satisfied (an option that is
selected by the system as a suggestion becomes
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Pareto optimal). We call this measure the hit rate.
We compare different strategies of suggestions:
model-based suggestions using prior knowledge,
model-based suggestions assuming uniform distribution, the extremes strategy (suggesting options
where attributes take extreme values, as proposed
in [14]), the diversity strategy (computing the 20
best solutions according to the current model and
then generating a maximally diverse set of 5 of
them, following the proposal of [17]).
Considering the logs of previous interactions
with the tool, we set up the value for p(ri,θ ), the
probability that the user has a preference on attribute i and its parameter is θ, proportional to
the occurrence of the preference ri,θ .
The results (Table 1) show that prior knowledge
of the distribution of the preferences can greatly
help in making better suggestions (87% against
61%).
6.3. Simulating a real user

number of suggestions shown
full discovery

1

2

3

4

adaptive suggestions

32%

53%

72%

88%

prior knowledge

32%

46%

58%

85%

basic suggestions

30%
44%
42%
53%
Table 2
The percentage of full discovery (interactions that acquire
a complete preference model) in the simulation with probabilistic profile acquired from real logs. We compare the
adaptive model-based suggestions, model-based suggestions
with prior knowledge and the standard model-based suggestion strategy assuming uniform distribution. Adaptive suggestions manage to discover the complete set of preferences
almost all the time.

To handle the probability distribution of continuous attributes, we discretized the domains in
few intervals, because otherwise the probabilistic
update would be untractable.
We split the data (100 logs of user interactions)
in two sets.
1. A learning data-set, used to represent prior
knowledge to feed the the adaptive tool.
2. A test data-set, used to generate preference
models of simulated users.

Fig. 9. Evaluation of adaptive suggestions, measuring the
number of preferences discovered with simulations, with respect to basic model-based suggestions. Adaptive suggestions perform significatively better. Diversity and extreme
strategies are also shown.

To better evaluate suggestions in a more realistic
scenario, we considered the simulation of an interaction between a simulated user and the examplecritiquing tool.
In the simulations, we set p(st|¬ri,θ ) = 0, meaning that the user states only preferences that she
really has. This is reasonable because the user can
only state preferences on her own initiative. Therefore, p(¬st|¬ri,θ ) = 1.

We ran several simulations with a random split
of samples between the learning and the test dataset.
In the simulations, users have a set of preferences generated according to a particular probabilistic distribution. The simulated user behaves
according to an opportunistic model by stating one
of its hidden preferences whenever the suggestions
contain an option that would become optimal if
that preference was added to the model with the
proper weight.
Every step of the simulation represents an interaction with the recommender system. Based on
the preferences that are known to the system a set
of candidates and suggestions are retrieved at each
step. When the suggestions retrieved by the strategy satisfies the look-ahead principle, a new preference is stated and considered in the user model.
In this case, we say that a new preference is discovered and the suggestions were appropriately chosen.
According to our user studies, on average the
users interact on average for 6.25 cycles, of which
in 3.30 cycles the users did not either remove nor
add preferences. We implemented the simulation
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so that the interaction continues until either the
user model is complete or the simulated user states
no further preference twice in a row (choosing a
prudent approach).
If all preferences are stated, the preference
model is complete (a full discovery of the preferences). In this case, it is guaranteed that the user
can find the target (his true best option) by a series of trade-off actions that modify the relative
importance of the preferences.
The results are shown in Figure 9 and Table 2. We compare the basic formulation of modelbased suggestions (assuming uniform distribution), model-based suggestions with prior knowledge and adaptive suggestions. We measure the
fraction of preferences discovered.
Even with a simple probabilistic model of the
user, the gains obtained by adaptive suggestions
become considerable, especially when 3 or more
suggestions are shown (72% of runs achieve full discovery for adaptive suggestions, 58% prior distribution, 42% normal suggestion). Adaptive suggestions are better than suggestions generated according to prior distribution. It is important to note
that the performance of suggestions with prior
knowledge degrades with respect to the first simulation setting.
It would be interesting to compare the effects
of different choices for the value p(st|ri,θ ) of the
probabilistic behavior of the user.
6.4. Evaluation with user studies
We present the user studies we set up to test our
approach and compare it to question-answering
elicitation.
1. Supervised study comparing
(a) a form-filling interface similar to that
used in existing web sites, shown in Figure 12. The form contains all preferences
that can be used when searching for housing, and the tool returns 6 options which
best fit the preferences;
(b) the example-critiquing interface (EC),
where preferences are stated on the user’s
initiative. At each step the tool returns 6
best options according to the current preferences;
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(c) the same example-critiquing interface (EC
with suggestions), but returning the 3 best
options and 3 best suggestions at each cycle according to the standard model-based
suggestion strategy (with standard probabilities and no bayesian update).
2. Unsupervised user study comparing
(a) the same form-filling interface acquiring
the preferences through questions
(b) the example-critiquing with standard modelbased suggestions (EC with suggestions)
(3 best options and 3 best suggestions at
each cycle)
(c) example-critiquing showing adaptive modelbased suggestions (EC with adaptive suggestions) using prior knowledge and performing a bayesian update at each cycle (3
best options and 3 adaptive model-based
suggestions at each cycle)
For each tool considered we measured decision
accuracy, defined as the percentage of users who
actually found their most preferred option with the
tool.
We stress that the form-filling interface allows
partial satisfaction of the preferences, so that a set
of results is always retrieved.
6.4.1. Evaluation of Example-critiquing and
form-filling (supervised experiment)
The between-group experiment used 20 users in
each of the three groups. They were students looking for new or better housing and thus were very
motivated to carry out the experiment.
The subjects first selected the most preferred options using their respective version of the FlatFinder
tool. For the first group we recorded both the best
option selected in the first use, after iterated use
of the form-filling. At the end of the experiment,
we asked the subjects to carefully go through the
entire list of available options (about 150) and select their real preferred choice, a process that took
them on average about 30 minutes. We can thus
measure decision accuracy as the fraction of times
that the choice found using the tool agrees with
that found during this detailed examination.
60 subjects (46 males, 14 females), mostly undergraduate students (47 undergraduates, 13 postgraduates and PhDs), of 10 different nationalities
took part in the study. Most of them (44 out of 60)
had searched for an apartment in the area before
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(a) Decision accuracy (supervised experiment).

Form−filling Iterated form−filling
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(b) The task time (supervised experiment).
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Fig. 10. Accuracy and task execution time for the different versions of the tool (supervised experiment). We compared
the following interactions: form-filling (retrieval based on one shot question-answering), iterated form-filling (the same tool
based on a question form but users were encouraged to modify the search until they were sufficiently satisfied) and our
example-critiquing tool showing suggestions. The latter demonstrated a significantly higher decision accuracy.
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(b) The task time (unsupervised experiment).

ment).
Fig. 11. Accuracy and task execution time for the different versions of the tool (unsupervised experiment). Example-critiquing
with adaptive suggestions achieved the highest accuracy and it demands on average less user effort than example-critiquing
with suggestions.

and had used online sites (42 out of 60) to look for
accommodations.
The results of the experiment are shown in
Fig 10a and 10b. They clearly show the variation
in performance for the different versions of the
tool. Using the traditional form-filling approach,
only 25% of users found their most preferred solution. This fraction only increased to 35% when
they could repeat the use of this interface as many
times as they liked. On the other hand, examplecritiquing reached a 45% accuracy. However, the
improvement is not statistically significant: the
student test gives values of p=0.097 for the difference between form-filling and simple examplecritiquing, and p=0.265 for repeated form-filling
and simple example-critiquing.
When using example-critiquing with suggestions
we obtained 70%. This difference of accuracy is
strongly statistically significant with p=0.00176
when example-critiquing with suggestions is compared to single form-filling and with p=0.0133

when compared to repeated form filling. This
shows that suggestions are critical in improving
decision accuracy for example-critiquing tools.
It is important to note that the higher performance of example-critiquing is obtained with users
who are not bound to a particular dialogue, but
are free to interact with the system on their own
initiative.
The increased accuracy comes at the expense
of a longer interaction time. Partly this is due
to the fact that users were not familiar with the
example-critiquing interface and thus took some
time to get used to it. Interestingly, examplecritiquing with suggestions required less interaction time than without suggestions, but achieved
much higher accuracy. This is another indication
of the importance of suggestions.
We attribute the poor performance of formfilling to the fact that people were driven to state
many preferences before having considered any of
the available options. Subjects that used the form-
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Fig. 12. The form-filling interface used in our user study comparing example-critiquing (with and without suggestions) with
the form-filling interface.

filling approach started with an average of 7.5 preferences, and only 5 of 20 ever removed any of them.
In contrast, subjects that used example-critiquing
with suggestions started with an average of only
2.7 preferences, but added an average of 2.6 to
reach 5.3 preferences at the end of the interaction. Here, half of the preferences were constructed
while considering examples, and the results suggest that they were much more accurate.
It appears that when users are asked to state
their preferences without considering the options,
many of these preferences are simply inaccurate.
Since users are reluctant to retract them, this leads
to inaccurate search results. On the other hand,
significant gain in accuracy can be achieved by
the use of active suggestion strategies to stimulate
preference expression and increase its fluency.
We also found a correlation between the number of preference revisions and accuracy: people

who found their target item made 6.93 preference
revisions on average, whereas those who did not
find their item made an average of only 4.51 revisions. The difference is statistically significant with
p=0.0439.
6.5. Evaluation of adaptive suggestions with
unsupervised user studies
In order to assess the effectiveness of the adaptive strategy for suggestions, we carried out a user
study with an unsupervised setting. Users (students in computer science department) were asked
to participate using the mailing list of the department. The students were rewarded with the participation in a lottery that assign a prize to a user
among all those who performed the study.
In the experiment users are assigned to different
interfaces. For each tool, the users need to make
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a choice. They are finally asked to go through the
list of the options to select their target item.
The results are shown in Figure 11 and confirm
our previous findings that questions-answering interface can lead to wrong decisions: only a minority
of users can find their target with a form-filling interface based on questions-answering (form-filling
has an accuracy of 38% that is lower than examplecritiquing with suggestions, statistically significant
with p<0.05) .
Adaptive suggestions gives an accuracy of 66%
while example critiquing with standard suggestions gives only 56%. It is interesting to note that
the average session for example critiquing when
adaptive suggestions are present is shorter: only
around 4.5 minutes opposed to more than 5 minutes for the sessions in which standard.
We stress the fact that unsupervised experiments are more difficult because we cannot monitor the interactions as close as in a supervised setting; users might not understand some technical
aspects of the interface and therefore fail to use the
tool correctly. It is not surprising that examplecritiquing with standard suggestions gives a value
that is lower than the value obtained in the supervised experiment.
At the end of the experiment, we asked what
the user thought of the suggestions (on a 1 to
5 scale). The average value for adaptive suggestions (3.55) was higher than the value for standard model-based suggestions (3.05). Users were
also asked questions about possible improvements
of the example-critiquing tool. Overall, the majority of them demanded to see more examples at each
cycle (53%), and a strong majority (65%) would
like to directly select the suggestions without constructing their complete preference model. A sizeable number of users would be interested in the
use of colors to highlight preferences that cannot
be matched (45%).
While only a fraction of the users stated that
they would certainly use the example-critiquing interface for ecommerce activities (35%), a vast majority (68%) stated that they would find examplecritiquing useful for decision problems in which
many users are involved, as for example in collective vacation search.
7. Conclusions
The internet allows access to an unprecedented
variety of information, but forces people to see the

world through the restricted lens of a computer.
Currently, only a small minority of users manage
to reliably find the items they are looking for, and
better tools for preference-based search are badly
needed.
We believe that the mixed-initiative approach
for preference-based search presented in this paper is a major step in this direction. Our conversational recommender system keeps a model of the
user’s preferences and show a set of options generated on the basis of this model. The user reacts
by either picking one as her choice or modifying
her preference model. To increase the quality of
the final decisions, the system provides suggestions
(special recommendations) to stimulate preference
expression.
We reviewed our research contribution in the domain of critiquing recommender systems and summarized some of the previous results. In particular,
the distinguishing trait of our approach lies in the
display of suggestions that are recommendations
aimed at stimulating the expression of preferences.
Then we described how we can further increase
the recommendation accuracy by refining the uncertainty over users’ preferences and making suggestions that are adaptive to the users reactions.
Our approach can be applied to any domain
where the options are modeled as multi-attribute
items; however large databases or configuration
problems would require some tradeoff on the preference expressiveness (the type of statements allowed by critiques) in order to keep the generation
of recommendations fast enough.
We evaluated the effectiveness of adaptive suggestion strategies with both simulation and unsupervised user studies.
In the simulations, we used previously collected
logs of interactions and showed that our approach
works significantly better than standard modelbased suggestions. While a considerable part of
the improvement is due to prior knowledge, the
adaptation of suggestions according to the reactions gives an important improvement, especially
in cycles in which the user does not state additional preferences. In the simulations, we manage
to discover the complete set of preferences almost
all the time.
In the user studies, we showed that examplecritiquing with suggestions with fixed probabilities already increase decision accuracy from 25%
(form-filling) to 65% in a supervised setting.
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In form-filling, because the interaction is based
on question-answering, users fell prey to meansobjectives, and state preferences that they do not
really have.
We found a correlation between the number of
preference revisions and accuracy, meaning that
more the user is engaged in the interaction the
more likely she will find her target item.
We evaluated adaptive suggestions in an unsupervised setting where accuracy tends to be lower
because users might not understand some technical aspect of the interface. Example-critiquing
with adaptive suggestions achieved 66% of accuracy, while example-critiquing with standard
model-based suggestions achieved 56%. The users
of example-critiquing with adaptive suggestions
interact with the system for less time, therefore
less effort is required. The users also find adaptive
suggestions more useful on average.
The unsupervised experiment shows that the
techniques can be used in real e-commerce applications and it is expected to perform well.
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